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Abstract— We provide an overview of the evolution of routing
from its origins, even before the ARPANET, to recent algorithms
that provide some Quality of Service, focusing on unicast
distributed routing algorithms. We start our scheme with
shortest path routing and optimal routing and conclude it with
constrained routing protocols as well as a quick review of Ad-Hoc
Routing protocols.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional Internet routing protocols calculate the shortest
path between any source and destination based on a single
metric, e.g. hop count, fixed bandwidth. This routing scheme
has been deployed the last thirty years for routing best-effort
traffic in three ways: source routing, distributed routing and
hierarchical routing.
In the last years interest in real-time applications have been
growing very fast and have posed a significant challenge to
routing protocols because of its need to guarantee a given
level of Quality of Service to determine the path of a data flow
based on knowledge of network resources availability.

protocol based on a mixture of vector-distance and link-state
has been deployed, taking advantage from the best of each
one. It’s the EIGRP protocol.
The evolution of best-effort routing could be split into two
research areas: Disjoint path routing and multipath routing.
A. Disjoint path routing
Disjoint Path Routing provides a pair of minimum total
length independent paths from a source to a destination to
increase the reliability in communications.
In this line of research it is important to highlight the
studies of R. Ogier. In [5] he presents a distributed algorithm to
find two disjoint paths with both node-disjoint and link-disjoint
versions. In [6], Sidhu presents another way to find two
disjoints paths. He works with a label distribution system in
order to mark which of them are disjoints paths from a source
to a destination.
B. Multipath Routing
In multipath routing, instead of finding the best path to a
destination, the algorithm finds “k” best paths to a destination.
In this way the information can be load-balanced among all of
them and average network delay can be reduced.
In this research area it is important to emphasize the related
work made by J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves and his disciples. He
created MDVA [7] (Multipath Distance Vector Algorithm),
after concluding three prior algorithms [8][9][10] based on
DUAL algorithm [11].
III.
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II.

BEST-EFFORT ROUTING

Best-effort routing protocols calculate the best path to a
destination based on a single static metric.
There are two kinds of shortest path routing protocols: Vectordistance protocols, based on Bellman-Ford algorithm, e.g. RIP
[1] or IGRP, and Link-state protocols, based on Dijkstra
algorithm, e.g. OSPF [2] or IS-IS [3][4]. Another type of

OPTIMAL ROUTING

Optimal routing optimizes the average global delay of a
network, instead of finding the shortest path to a destination.
These algorithms, originally of centralized nature, constitute an
efficient way to design networks.
The idea of optimization starts with [12] and [13], and
culminates with Gallager in [14], where he proposes the first
distributed optimal routing algorithm. In order to achieve this
objective, he shows that it is necessary to split the traffic
among several available paths.
The main disadvantage of these algorithms is that they are
not adequate for real networks because they converge very
slowly and because they depend on global parameters, which

are difficult to know a priori. Nevertheless they constitute a
reference and recently they have inspired protocols worth to
consider for implementation [32][33].
IV.

CONSTRAINED ROUTING

QoS Routing selects a route to a destination with enough
resources to cope with the requested QoS parameters.
Two main problems arise with constrained routing: Link
optimization routing, with concave metrics, e.g. bandwidth and
buffer space; Path optimization routing with additive metrics,
e.g. delay or jitter and Multiplicative metrics, e.g. reliability or
packet loss.

an exact solution is when one of the metrics is the
bandwidth and the other one is the delay, jitter, cost
or loss probability [17].
Relax the proposed metric through a change in the
cost function [24].
From these proposals, multiple relating articles have
appeared in last years, trying to find heuristic solutions with
polynomial complexity [24] [25][26][27].
•

A combination of some of these metrics derives to the MCP
(Multi Constrained Problem). This problem, depending on the
used metrics, is NP-Complete [15] and has no practical
solution.
A. Link Constrained Routing
Some of the algorithms based on concave metrics are:
•

WSP (Widest Shortest Path) [16], which finds the
path with less number of hops and, if several paths
exist, it chooses the one with less bottleneck
restrictions.

•

SWP (Shortest Widest Path) [17], that finds the
path with less bottleneck restrictions and, if
several paths have been found, it chooses the one
with less delay.

•

MRBHP (Maximum Ratio of Bandwidth and Hop
Path) [18], an evolution of previous algorithms
that finds the path with smallest number of hops
and with the biggest available bandwidth.

Yao in [19] proposes a routing algorithm that breaks the
total bandwidth requirements into paths with smaller
bandwidth and seek multipaths when there is not a single
feasible path in the network.
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V.

ADHOC ROUTING

Over last years, society has become increasingly mobile. A
wireless Ad Hoc network is formed by a collection of nodes
disposed in a dynamic way. Due to a limited transmission
range of wireless interfaces, more than one network hop may
be needed for a single node to transmit data to another node in
the network. This is the reason why a great number of routing
protocols for Ad Hoc networks are being developed.

Other studies have been done with disjoint paths with link
constrained routing [20][21]. Both of them conclude that the
problem of finding two disjoint paths with some QoS
requirements is NP-Complete.
B. Path Constrained Routing
These algorithms evolve from the optimal routing but they
only work with one path and do not with the entire network.
Some examples can be find in [22][23].
C. Multi Constrained Routing
In general this problem is NP-complete and some proposals
try to solve this fact by either:
•

Establishing a combined metric starting from the less
restrictive parameters. With this proposal it is not
always possible to determine the best path.

•

Establishing each parameter like a different metric.
The unique situation in which it is possible to obtain

Figure 3. Some MANET routing protocols

A. MANET proactive protocols
These algorithms maintain a fresh list of destinations and
their routes. One example is the Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR) [28]. This is a modular proactive routing protocol
which works following a hop-by-hop routing basis. As it is a
proactive approach, it tries to find routes to all possible
destinations in the network continuously. Proactive behavior
could increase the congestion in the network due to the routing

traffic generated. However, due to its proactive basis, it has the
advantage of having routes immediately available at the
moment they are required.
B. MANET reactive protocols
A reactive protocol maintains routes only between nodes
that need to communicate. Route caching can further reduce
route discovery overhead. When no designed route is found,
protocol finds one. Some reactive protocols are:
•

DSR [29]: An on-demand routing protocol which
works in a source routing basis. Each transmitted
packet is then routed carrying the complete route
in its header.

•

TORA [30]: An adaptive on-demand routing
protocol designed to provide multiple loop-free
routes to a destination, thus minimizing reaction to
topological changes. The protocol belongs to the
link reversal algorithm family set.

•

AODV [31]: An on-demand distance-vector
routing protocol, based on hop-by-hop routing. It
is a modified DSR protocol incorporating some
features presented in the DSDV protocol, such as
the use of hop-by-hop routing, sequence numbers
and periodic beacon messages.
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